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Preconditioners for ill-conditioned block Toeplitz systems

\ilith application in image restoration
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Abstract - The convergence ratc of the conjugate gradient (CG) method for solving ill-couditioned Toeplitz

systems is slow usually. fio j"¡ with such kind of systems, Pots and Steidl proposed in [11] an {ø}<irculant
preconditioner for solving these sysrems by using the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method' It was

showed thar the 
"on""rgÃ"" 

rate of rhe PCG method is superlinear and the total operation cost is O(tv logN)'
where N is the size of the system. Furråermore, it was suggested that the {ø}-circulant preconditioner can also

work efficiently for solving 
-rlock Toeplitz systems. In this paper, we generalize this preconditioner for block

systems. Both theoretical an.I numerical results are giveu. Besides, we appiy this block preconditiooer in image

restoration.

Keywords: PCG method, bl<rck Toepliø system, convergence rate, clustered spectnrm, image restoration.

AMS(MOS) subject classifi cation: 65F I 0, 65F I 5.

In rhis paper, we employ the PCG method to solve IuIN-by-MN linear system A¡v¡¡x - b

whe¡e A¡rt¡v is of the following form:
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V/e call Au¡v the block-Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block (BTTB) matrix. This kind of systems occu¡s in

a variety of applicarions in mathemarics and engineering such as the digital image processing

and the discretizarion of two-dimensional paÍial differential equations, see [4]. 
'We assume that

the matrix Aun is generated by a generating funcCion f - f (x,y),i.e., the diagonals of AuN

are given by the Fourier coefficienrs of /-
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If the generating function / is positive, the matrix Av¡r generated by / is well-conditioned,
see [2]. For the well-conditioned BTTB systems, the block-circulant-ci¡culant-block (BCCB)

matrices were proposed as preconditioners to solve the systems by the PCG method in [2] and

[5]. It was showed that the eigenvalues of the preconditioned systems are clustered around I
except O(M) + O(N) outliers and the spectra a¡e uniformly bounded in a positive interval.

Hence the convergence rate of the PCG method is linear. If rhe generating function / has

zeros, the matrix Au¡u generated by / is ill-conditioned since the smallest eigenvalue tends to

zero a.s the mauix size tends to infinity, see [2J. In this case, the BCCB preconditioners do

not tvork efficiently, see the numerical results in [10]. To deal with this problem, Jin [7], Ng

[10] and Serra [2] proposed using band block Toeplitz matrices with ba¡d Toeplitz blocks as

preconditioners. It was showed that the condition numbers of the preconditioned systems are

uniformly bounded and hence the PCG method converges linearly.

Recently, Potts and Steidl in [ 1] proposed an {ø}-circulant preconditioner for solving ill-
conditioned Toeplitz systems (in point case) by using the PCG method. It was proved that the

PCG method converges superlinearly. Futhermore, it was suggested that this preconditioner is

also good in solving the BTTB systems, see the numerical results in [11]. In this paper, \rye a¡e

going to generalize the {ø}-circulant preconditioner for block systems. Both theoretical result

on the convergence rate of the PCG method and numerical results are given. Besides, we apply

this block preconditioner in image restoration.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 1, we generalize the precondirioners

proposed in I I 1] for block systems. In Section 2, we show that the eigenvalues of the precon-

ditioned matrices a¡e clustered around 1 except O(M) + O(N) outliers. In Section 3, we give

the convergence rate an'1 operation cost of the PCG method with our block preconditioners.

Finally, numerical resulcs and an application in image restoration are given in Sections 4 and 5.

1. CONSTRUCTION OF PRECONDITIONERS

Let C2oy2n be the space of all2r-periodic continuous real-valued functions with two va¡iables

and A¡a¡¡(/) b" the MN-by-MN BTTB matrix generated by the function f € Czn*zn. More
precisely, the entries of A¡¡ ¡¡(f ) are given by the Fourier coefficients of /, i.e.,

a¡,r(f) - of'(.f) : # j, j_r@,v)¿-i|'+kv)ò'rdv, i,k:0,+1, t2,-.-.

Since / is real-valued, the mat¡ix Au¡¡(/) is Hermitian, see Lemma 2.1in [12]. We study the

solution of the BT|B system
A¡a¡¡(f)r - b (1.1)

where Au ¡v (/) is generated by a nonnegative function / having finite number of zeros.

I-etu€ CIMN with uHu : 1 and

u : (u¿g, utr, ut, . . ., utv_r)t,

Since

u¡€CIN, i:0,1,...,M-I.

uH Ana*1¡¡u: dz dy (1.2)

where (u¡)¡ denotes the ,t-th component of the vect,or u¡, the BTTB matrix A* rr(f ) is positive
semidefinite, see [6]. Moreover, we have

' T n- lu-l N-l 2

# I f Í@,r) It I("r)* "-i(jzrkY)Jn Jn I j=o È=o
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Iæmma 1.1 (Sena Íl2l). I-et Í € Czoxzn be nonnegative. If f is not identically zero, then

the matrix Auw(Í) is positive definite.

Since Au¡¡U) is positive definite, the system (1.1) could be solved by applying the PCG

method. It is well-known that the convergence rate of the PCG method depends on the spectrum

of the preconditioned matrix. The more clustered the spectnrm, the faster the convergence rate

will be. Now, we are going to constn¡ct a positive definite preconditioner Tu¡,¡(f) of A¡a¡¡(f)
such that the preconditioned matrix Tu¡,¡U)-'Avn(Í) has clustered spectrum.

Let the gridpoints (rr,A) be given by

,, -'# *€- n and r,:'#*rt-r
where (€,t¡) e [0,#) x [0,ff), r:0,L,...,M -L and s:0,1,...,N- 1. Since/has
only a finite numbeiof zeros, we can choose a suitable pair ({, ?) € [0, H) * [0, F) such that

f (a,,U,) > 0. (1.3)

To approximate the integral on the right-hand side of (1.2) by using the trapezoidal rule
with respect to the abovc grid points, we obtain

,H A**(f)u - f (", (u¡)r ¿-i(i'+þ) | da dy
I

N-r l'
t )ke-i(i++hv")l f(æ,,y,)s=o I

M-lN-l 1_,Ð,p, f(",ùffi f u-t n-t
f r r G')0"
\ i=o È=o

F¡_#ç

-2riUrlM+ks/N) e-ili(6-r)+È(4-")r)

(1.4)

/ u-t ¡v-t \
{ f f (u¡)ne2"i(ir/Miks/N) eiu(€-r)+'t(?-")l 

I
\ j=0 È=0 /

- (f ¡r¡ ¡¡W¡* ¡nu)' D u ru f * *'yl, *u : uH T* * (f)" .

HereW¡a¡¡ andD¡a¡¡ are diagonai matrices defined as follows,

Wur,t -Wf* ØWl,

Wf*: criag (1e-ute-rllryrrt) , Wfr - diag (ir-'itn-"1)Ë')

D u ¡,¡ : diag(Do, Dr, . . ., Du -r)

D¡: diag ((/(øt, ui))f,*t) , i :0, 1, . ..,lul - r

the Fu¡,¡ is the two-dimensional Fourier mat¡ix given by

-zrrir/t\ 1. 
t^, 

J : M,N
/ jþ=0'fu¡r- F¡,¡ 8Flv,

and

T*, ru (1) : W ¡¡ u f u pD ¡,r ¡; f u pW u ¡,t . (t.s)
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By using (1.3) and (1.5), rhe matrix TunU) is Hermitian and Positive definite. Let u :
Tr*(Í)'/'u' we get

uH Tu ¡u(Í)-U2 Au ¡,¡ (Í)Tu ¡,¡U)-r/2 u æ uH u .

By using rhe two-dimensiona.l fast Fourier tra¡sform (FFÐ, any matrix-vector multiplicacion

Tun(Ð-'u : Wunf u*D-r',oFu¡¡Ñuwu

requires ar most O(MN togMN) arithmetical operations. Therefore Tux(f) seems to be a

good preconditioner of Avn(l). In the next section, we will prove that the eigenvalues of
Tu¡uU)-'Av¡¡U) a¡e clustered a¡ound 1 except O(M) + O(N) outliers.

2. CLUSTERING OF ETGENVALUES

In Secrion 1, we prove thatuH A¡av(/)u = uHTv¡,¡(/)u. Now, we consider the approximation

error. Rewrite (1.4) as

M-r N-L M-\ N-l
uH Au¡¡(f), - I Ð @¡)ro¡-rp-c(ur)c= f Ð (a¡)rã¡-r,p-c(ut)c - uaTup(f)u

j,k=o p,q-\ j,h=o P,q=o 
(Z.l)

where

1 M-r N-l
ãi,o: ã.¡,r(f) : #,Ð, ä f (s,,a)e-2nilir/Mihs/N) e-iu\-r)+'t("-?r)l Q-2)

for j,,t : 0, +1, +2, . . .. The approxima¡ion error depends on øj,È and õ,¡¡. Now replacing

f (r,,gr) by the Fourier series of f at (r,,!,) in (2.2), we obtain

(2.3)

aez\{0) pez\{o}

ãj,k:"_2ri(jr/M}hslt,t)"_t|j(f_z')+,t(,,-Í)]

)+ÉN(?-r)l

øi'x+þ¡¡ 
"iPN(a-zr) 

'

Let

bi,r : b¡,r(f) : 
r,uÐuo¡øi+au,r+þN "ilaM(Ç-r)4Élv(a-¡)l

+ t øj+aM,k"iaM(€-r)¡ I aj,x+þn"ipN(a-n)
o€z\{0} þez\{o}

then it follows by using (2.3) and the definition of A¡a¡¡(f) that

Aun(f) - Tup(f) - Bu¡¡(f) . (2.5)

Here B¡¿,¡y(/) is rhe BTTB matrix determined by b¡,r, i.e., the (r,s)-th entry of the (p,q)-th

block of Bu¡¡U) is given by bp-q,,-r. Thus

(2.4)

Tu ¡u (Í )-' A ¡¿,u ( Í ) -- I u ¡v - T¡'t ¡t ( f )-' B u ru ( f ) (2.6)
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where.fvru is the MN-by-MN identicy matrix.

Iæmma 2.L. Iztpr,t be a nonnegative trigonometric polynomial of the form

i f oo'o"içø+w)
P=-s (l=-t

where e,p,q are constants. If 2s < M andzt < N, then there are at most O(M) + O(N)
e i g e nv al u e s of Tu ¡t (p r,t) - 

r A u ¡,t (p r,¿) dife re nt from I -

Proof. By using the definirion of a¡¡, it follows that ø¡¡o¡a,x+þp(P,,t) - 0 for lJl S
M -l- s or lfrl < N- 1 -t,a¡¡aM,t(Pr,r): 0for lil S M - 1 - s or lfrl > ú+1, and

ø¡*+pn(p,,r) : 0 for lrl ) s * I or lfrl < N - 1 - t. By using (2.4),the rank of the matrix

Bu¡r(p,,ù is 0(M) + O(N). Now, the result follows from (2.6). tr

For the proof of our main theorem, we need the following lemma.

I-crnma 2.2. I-et g € Cznxzn be a nonnegative function with finite number of zeros and

h eCzoxznbeapositivefunctionwithh^io> 0. Define f : gh. Then,forany M,N € -ny',

the eigenvalues of A¡a¡v(g)-lAu¡¡(f) tie in the inrerval [å-io, h-*]'

Proof. By the mean value theorem of integration, we have

. T o lv-r N-r l'
uHAu¡v(Ðu: + t [ Í(",r) lt'I("r)n "-i(jx+kv) | a'av4¡t'!n!^ l¡* ** - 

|

I TT l'vr-rru-r ....,.1'
æ I I s{",v)h(a,r) lÐ f (",)* 

"-i(ix+ks)l 
a"av

:=^:^ :"'j, j. no,,, 
Þ' Ë:,rr) r u,u,**,) l' o'' o, : h.u, Av *(g)u

where h, € [å-¡n,lro,o]. Since the matrix Aun(g) is positive definite, we have

h-in ( o- - u*--A.vrulr)u 
s å-.'*'' - uH Au*(g)u '

for any nonzero vector u e AMN. By the properties of Rayleigh quotient, the eigenvalues of

AuNþ)-'Au¡v(Í) Iie in the interval [lr-,n, åo,*]. E

Remark 2.1. The above lemma was proved first by Sena in [12]. Here we give another

simpler proof.

Definition 2.1 (l.le ttOl). Suppose that (øe, yo) is azero of /(ø, y). V/e define the following

function {ro,yo) (") by

{"o,yo)(") - f (so+r(r - ro),ao+'(y -go)) v(",v) # (uo,vù'

Thenrhe zero(as,go) isof order nif nisthesmallesrpositiveintegersuchthatthe(n+1)-

rh derivariv" {fJrTf") is continuousin a neighborhood of (¿0, go) and F191,r, ¡(r) * 0 for all

(r,v) * (ro,ao).
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. It was Proved in [10] that if / is a nonnegative function wirh zero (so,yo) of order n,
F$l,rrl (0) is positive for all (r,y) # (so,yo) and n must be even. In the following, we resuicr
our attention to nonnegative generating functions f € Czoxzn wirh zeros attained ar

tt,tz,. ..,tr e (-r,r) x (-r,r) .

Here t¡ : (s¿, gr) -d the o¡der of each zero t¿ is 2u;,i : I,2, . . . , k.
I-et

p(t) - p(r,y): frt, - cos(ø - ,r) -cos(y - y;))", (2.7)
i=1

then p has zeros attained at ú¡ of even order for i : 7,2,..., fr. Moreover, this trigonometric
polynomial matches the zero of /, i.e., f /p is continuous and greater than zero on [-z-, zr) x
[-n,n), see [10]. Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Iæt f € Cznxzn be a nonnegative function having finite number of zeros of
even orden Then the eig,znvalues of Tu n(f)-'Aun(f) are clustered around I except O(M) +
O(N) outliers.

Proof. Let h - f lp.Then å is continuous and positive on [-zr, r) x [-r,zr). Moreove¡
since the set of trigonornetric polynomials is dense in C2ny2n, for any e ) 0, there exists a
positive trigonometric prllynomial g(ø, gr) such rhar

1'l
g(x,a) - ;eå-in 

( h(r,ù 1 g(r,ù + ;€å_¡n (2.g)

for all (r,y) € [-n,r) >< l-r,zr). Since p ) 0, we have

11gP-;€hmi¡pS f S ge+;êhm¡np. (2.9)

For rhe right-hand side in the above inequality, we obtain by using (1.2),

u'Au*(f)u < uH Av¡,(gp)u +|eh^i^uH Au¡¡(p)u .

Further, since 7,n¡'(f) is positive definite, we have

uEAux(f)u . t4**þp)" , 1-, uHA¡a¡¡(p)u

"ñn(f)"=mffi*rrh^in;ffi (2.r0)

for all nonzero u e aMN . Now, ir holds by (2.5) and Lemm az.l ¡hat

Auu(p) - T¡*u(p) * ñv,u (2.11)

and

Au¡,¡(gp) : Turu(gp) + ftrr" (Z.tZ)

where

rank(.É¡rr) - rank(r?MN) - O(tuI) + O(N) .

Substituting(2.11) and (2.12) into (2.10), we obrain
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uHTuN(p)u_ L . L

6-;HTMNW=t_¡"
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Since

we get

where I _

Rux:;rh^inBup * Ru¡,¡

with rank(Ruw) - O(M) + C2(N). Now, by using the facts

Tu¡,¡(gp) - Tu¡'t(g)TuÌ{(ù and Tu¡v(f) =Tu¡'t(h)Tux(n)

we have

uH (Auw(Ð - Ru¡t)u . uHTv¡v(g)u *!,
W>uHrMNW=t''

I*tu - Turu(p)r/2ufor all nonzero u e CMN . By using (2.8), we have

uTTun(g)u < uTTu¡u(lr), +L2,h^ioaTu '

Since, by using l-emma2.2,

uH (Attru(Ð - Ru¡,¡)u . uHTux(gp)u *!,w>;wffi-r"

uHu

(2.13)

0<
uHTu¡,(h)u

we further have
uvTvp(g)u -,,1u*Tr*(lj;='*rr.

Using the above inequality in (2.13), we obtain

uH (Aux(f) - Ru¡v)u .urffi(1*e.
Similarly, we conclude from the left-hand inequality of (2.9) that

uE (Auy(f) - RuN)u -u*ffi)1-e'
Consequently, since

rank(.R¡¿¡y) - O(M) + O(N)

we know rhat ar most O(M) + O(N) eigenvalues of Tu¡v(f)-'Av,u(Í) are not contained in

[1 - .,1+ e]. This completes the proof. tr

Hence, if the PCG method is applied to solve the BTTB system (1'1), we can exPect a fast

convergence rate.
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3. CONT\IERGENCE IIATE AND OPERATION COST

In this section, following the idea in [8], we analyze the convergence rare and operarion cost
of solving the BTTB systems by using the PCG method with precondirioner Tu¡0. For sim-
plicity, let M - N. We firsr show that the method converges wirhin O(aN togN) sreps if
À-¡o(7,vr(/)-tá""(f)) : O(W-"¡ where À-¡.(7,v¡v(/)-táivr(/)) it the smallest eigen-
value of T¡t¡v(l)-IÁrr(/) and o ) 0. V/e begin by introducing the following lsmm4 see

t 11.

Lcmma 3.1. Let G e CINt N be a positive definite matrix and s be the solution of the system
Gr : b. Let r¡ be the i+h iterant of the CG metlød applied to Gs : b. If the eigenvalues {)¡}
of G are distributed such that

0 < Àr s...< Ào1d, S )p+r S...( )N_c 1d,21)¡u_c+r S...( Àr

then

jfi+F ='(#)'-*'^äs,{-u(+)} (3 1)

Here d - (d2/dl)'/' u I and llrllc - uHGu.

For solving the precr¡nditioned sysrem of (l.l), we take G - Trurv(f)-'A*n(/). By The-
orem 2.1, we can choose dt : L- e and dz : 7* e. Then p + q- O(N). By choosing € < 1,
we have

(d-L)/(d+l) - (1-l,G4)/r<r. (3.2)

In order to use (3.1), we note thar

llc-'ll, : À-1"(G) - À-L(7¡v"(/)-tl""(/)) ( crNo

for some cl ) 0 independent of N. Therefore for each ,t,

)¡ ) min)¡ - llG-llltt > czN-o

where cz : cll.Thus for L < k( pand) e [t - é,1 * e], wehave

o < (): À*) ( c:No
À¡

for some ca ) 0 independent of .lf. Combining rhis wirh (3.2), then (3.1) becomes

ll, - r,ll" /ll, - sollc < cNPaer-P-c

where c > 0 is a constant independent of N. Given an arbitrary tolerance r ) 0, an upper
bound for the number of iterations required ¡o make

llt - "¡ll"lll, - xollc Sr
is given by

jo: p * q - (plog c* aplogN - log r)lloge < O(eN togN) .
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Now, let us consider the operation cost of the PCG method in each iteration. The main work
involved in implementing the PCG method is the matrix-vector multiplication
Tn*U)-'A¡o¡u(f)u for some vector u. For the product A¡r¡u(f)u, we embed the matrix

Ax¡vU) inro a 4N2-by-4N2 BCCB matrix. Then ,4.ry¡y(/)u can be carried out within

O(N' logN) operations by using two-dimensional FFT, see [2]. For the multiplicarion

T¡o*U)-'g where g is a vector, according to the la.st parr in Section 1, it can be computed

notmorethan O(N2loglf) operations. Thus, thecostperiterarion of thePCG methodis

O(N'logN). Combining the above results, the total complexity of our method is

0(o'N3los2 N) if )-i"(G) - o(N-").

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

li/e apply the PCG method with our preconditioner fo¡ solving the BTTB system

A¡¡¡¡(f)x - b

where Arur(/) is generated by a nonnegative function f having finite number of zeros. We test

the following three systems with different generating functions defined on [-zr, r) x l-r,r).
They are

(Ð Ír(r,v) : s2 * Y2

(ii) Ír(r,y)-f+a4
(iii) ls(t,y) - (r2 - I)'y' .

The systems (i) and (ii) have a, zeto at (0,0) and system (iii) has zeros at (1,0) and (-1,0).

In all lests, we used the vector of all ones as the right hand side vector ö and the zero vector as

the initial guess of the solution ø. The stopping criteria is llr¡ ll"lllr|l, < 1g-t where r¡ is the

residual vector after,t-th iterations. All computations are produced by Matlab program.
Tables I to 3 show the numbers of iterations required for convergence with different choices

of preconditioners. In these tables, .I denotes no preconditioner andT¡vu(fr), i : \,2,3, de-

notes our preconditioner. Iteration numbers greater than 10000 are denoted by "-". For com-
parisons, the BCCB preconditioner proposed in [2] and [5] is also tested. From the numerical
results, there is evident that the convergence performance of our preconditioner is better than

the BCCB preconditioner.
We would like to rema¡k that if 1@,A) - g(r)h(y), as given in system (iii), then the

corresponding matrix is a block Toepliz matrix with tensor structure. \ù/e could use the fast

algorittrm proposed in [9] to obtain a faster convergence rate.

183

N

Table l.
Number of iterations for /¡ (ø, y) = z2 + y2

¡¡z I tsCCB TxNUt)

86410r07
16 256 32 14 11

32 1024 75 20 11

64 4096 161 29 13
128 16384 333 46 16

256 65536 68i 73 16

Table 2.
Numberof iterations for f2(z,y) = ø2 *ya

N ¡¡z / BCCB T¡¡NUz)

8641914
16 256 95 28
32 L024 291 56
64 4096 78r L22
128 16384 2032 267
256 65536 4958 62r

T2

r6
26
37
60
101
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Table 3.
Number of iterations for /3(ø, y) = ("2 - I)"y'.

ff rvz / BCCB T¡t¡¡(ls)

86437182r
16 256 359 64 50

32 L024 2608 L25 34
M 4096 27r 45

128 163&f 559 73

256 65536 1260 7L

5. IMAGE RESTORÄTION

The mathematical model of the linear image restoration problem is given a.s follows,

ooæ

e(€,ð) : II¿(€- 
a,õ- Ðf @,p)dadþ+rrÇ,6) (s.1)

where 9(8, ô) is the degraded image, l@, þ) is the original image and the vector q(€,6) is the

addirive noise. The funcrion i({ - a,6 - É) it the point spread function (PSF) and represents

the degradation of the inrage.

In the digiral implementation of (5.1), the integral is discretized to obtain the discrete scala¡

model
NN

s(i,, j) - t D t(¿ - k, i - t)f (k,I) + q(i, i) .

È=l l=l

In matrix form, we have

s -Tl +n
where g,T, f are vectors of size N2 and ? is an N2-by-N2 BTTB matrix, see [3].

The following example is constructed. We generate the k¡own 128 x 128 image of l-ena,

see Fig. I (left), a¡d consider the discretized PSF matrix ? with the entries given by

t¿_j,r_t- I "*p{-0.5(i- i)'-0'5(fr -I)'}, -8< i-i,k-l<8
- \ o otÌ¡erwise.

We construct the obse¡ved image, see Fig. I (right), by forming the vector g - Tf * 4 and

where the ent¡ies of 4 is chosen from a standa¡d normal distribution and is scaled such that

llnll,lllrf ¡¡, - 10-3.
Our objective is to recover an approximation to the original image / when g and T a¡e

given. \Me give the number of iterations required for convergence of our preconditioner I¡v¡v.

The stopping criteria is llr¡ll2/llroll, < 10-5.



PCG for ill-co¡ulitioned block Toeplitz Ðstems

Figure 1. Original image: I-ena (left) and observed image (right)'

Figurc 2. Restored image with TNN:2 (left) and 7 iterarions (righÐ'
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